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Ambipolar organic field-effect transistors fabricated using
a composite of semiconducting polymer and soluble fullerene
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Organic field-effect transistors �FETs� with equivalent hole and electron mobilities have been
demonstrated. The devices were fabricated using a phase separated mixture of regioregular
poly�3-hexylthiophene� and �6,6�-phenyl C61-butyric acid methyl ester as the active layer and using
aluminum �Al� for the source and drain electrodes. Measurements of the source-drain current versus
gate voltage gave an electron mobility of �e=2.0�10−3 cm2/V s and hole mobility of �h=1.7
�10−3cm2/V s. The ambipolar FET properties arise from the use of Al electrodes for the source and
drain; the contacts between the Al electrodes and the active layer are improved by thermal annealing
at elevated temperatures �150 °C�, thereby enabling balanced injection for both holes and electrons
in a single device. © 2006 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2361269�

Polymer field-effect transistors �FETs� show promise as
the critical components for low-cost, flexible electronics with
various applications including smart cards, electronic identi-
fication tags, and active matrix displays.1–4 These applica-
tions typically require complementary logic elements, which
require both p-type and n-type transistors. In such a case, it
is beneficial to utilize “ambipolar” FETs, which function
both as p-channel and n-channel transistors and, therefore,
reduce the complexity of device fabrication.2,5–7 There are,
however, no examples in the literature of “genuine” ambipo-
lar organic FETs which exhibit comparable n-type and
p-type mobilities, because typical organic materials show ei-
ther higher hole mobility or higher electron mobility.8–12

In efforts to realize ambipolar organic FETs, researchers
have attempted to use different metals for the source and
drain electrodes,13 to use blend materials as the active layer
in the channel,7,14–16 or to use bilayers consisting of hole
transporting and electron transporting materials.13,17,18 The
use of blend materials �comprised of hole and electron trans-
porting materials� appears to be most promising because of
several advantages including easy fabrication of the active
semiconducting layer from solution and the use of a single
metal for the source and drain electrodes.

Although various blend materials have been tried for
ambipolar organic FETs,7,14–16 the electron mobilities are
typically lower than the hole mobilities. Moreover, devices
with a high proportion of n-type material exhibit limited life-
times because typically n-type organic materials are sensitive
to ambient air and moisture. Another reason for the poor
performance of n-channel devices originates from the use of
gold �Au� as the source and drain electrodes in typical or-
ganic FETs. Au is not suitable for ambipolar FETs because,
in most cases, the work function of Au is too high to allow
electron injection into the lowest unoccupied molecular or-
bital �LUMO� of the electron transporting material. There-
fore, it is of importance to select a suitable metal that will
enable both hole and electron injection holes in ambipolar
organic FETs.

In this work, we have demonstrated excellent ambipolar
performance in organic FETs fabricated with the bulk hetero-
junction �BHJ� material used previously in studies of solar
cells fabricated from semiconducting polymers, i.e., a 1:1
mixture of regioregular poly�3-hexylthiophene� �rr-P3HT�
and �6,6�-phenyl C61-butyric acid methyl ester �PCBM� as
the active layer. Aluminum �Al� metal, used for the source
and drain electrodes, yields good injection into both compo-
nents of the phase separated BHJ composite. Postproduction
heat treatment improves the contact between the Al elec-
trodes and active layer; the thermal annealing also improves
the morphology and crystallinity of the phase separated com-
ponents �rr-P3HT and PCBM� of the BHJ material. The re-
sulting devices exhibit an electron mobility of �e=2.0
�10−3 cm2/V s and an equivalent hole mobility of �h=1.7
�10−3 cm2/V s.

Polymer FETs were fabricated on a heavily doped n-type
Si wafer with a 200 nm thick thermally grown SiO2 layer.
The doped n-type Si functions as a gate electrode and the
oxide layer as the gate dielectric. Source and drain electrodes
�Al� with 50 nm thickness were deposited onto the SiO2 by
e-beam evaporation; the electrodes were patterned using
standard photolithographic methods. All FET devices were
made with bottom contact geometry. The channel length of
the devices was 5�10 �m and the channel width was
1 mm. Before deposition of the P3HT–PCBM bulk hetero-
junction films, the Al electrodes were etched with standard
aluminum etchant to remove the Al2O3 layer.

a�Also at Department of Physics, Pusan National University, Busan 609-735,
Korea.

b�Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic mail:
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Energy level diagrams of P3HT–PCBM in contact
with �a� Au or �b� Al electrodes under no applied bias to the transistor.
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Active layers were deposited by spin casting at
3000 rpm for 60 s from a chlorobenzene solution containing
P3HT–PCBM �1:1 ratio� with a concentration of 0.5 wt. %.
The thickness of the active layer was around 60 nm. Thermal
annealing was carried out on a calibrated and stabilized hot
plate under N2 atmosphere. After annealing, the FETs were
put on a metal plate at room temperature for cooling to room
temperature. Electrical characterization was performed using
a Keithley semiconductor parametric analyzer �Keithley
4200� under N2 atmosphere.

Figure 1 shows schematic energy level diagrams of the
component materials using Au electrodes �Fig. 1�a�� and Al
electrodes �Fig. 1�b��. In order to achieve ambipolar FET
performance using the P3HT–PCBM mixture, these dia-
grams demonstrate that the work function of the electrode
should be selected to allow an easy hole injection into the

highest occupied molecular orbital �HOMO� of P3HT and
also allow an electron injection into the LUMO of PCBM.
With Au electrodes, holes can be readily injected into the
HOMO of P3HT, but electron injection would be difficult
because of the large energy barrier between the Au electrode
and the LUMO of PCBM.

On the other hand, for devices fabricated with Al elec-
trodes, although the energy barrier between the work func-
tion of Al and the HOMO of P3HT is greater than that with
Au, the hole currents are sufficiently large to support ambi-
polar performance. Electron injection is significantly better
than with Au electrodes because the work function of Al is
much closer to the LUMO of PCBM �see Fig. 1�b��. There-
fore, devices using Al electrodes are expected to show am-
bipolar FET properties.

Figure 2�a� shows the transfer characteristics of the de-
vices at various annealing temperatures �T�. In the case of
the as-prepared device in a p-type operating mode �see Fig.
2�a��, the hole current gradually increases as the device is
annealed from room temperature �RT� up to 150 °C, then
decreases for annealing temperatures T�150 °C. A similar
effect of annealing is observed for the n-type operation �see
Fig. 2�b��.

Figure 3 exhibits typical ambipolar characteristics of
FETs in the plots of drain-source current �Ids� versus drain-
source voltage �Vds� for p-type operation �Fig. 3�a�: as pre-
pared; Fig. 3�c�: heat annealed at 150 °C� and for n-type
operation �Fig. 3�b�: as prepared; Fig. 3�d�: heat annealed at
150 °C�. For the low gate voltages, the devices show diode-
like curves, which are observed frequently in typical ambi-
polar transistors. This feature occurs because of the presence
of both charge carriers �holes and electron� in the channel of
ambipolar FETs. The threshold voltages are �Vgs��35 V for
n-channel operation and �Vgs��20 V for p-channel opera-
tion. The relatively high threshold voltages imply electron
and hole trapping, respectively, in the PCBM and P3HT

FIG. 2. Transfer characteristics of ambipolar FETs ��Ids�1/2 vs Vgs� using a
1:1 ratio of P3HT and PCBM on Al source-drain electrodes at various an-
nealing temperatures: �a� p-type operation mode �Vds=−60 V� and �b�
n-type operation mode �Vds=60 V�. The solid lines drawn through the data
obtained after annealing at 150 °C yield �e=2.0�10−3 cm2/V s and �h

=1.7�10−3 cm2/V s.

FIG. 3. Typical Ids-Vds characteristics
for the ambipolar FETs using a P3HT/
PCBM mixture and Al source-drain
electrodes: �a� p-type operation of as-
prepared device, �b� n-type operation
of as-prepared device, �c� p-type op-
eration of annealed device at 150 °C
for 10 min, and �d� n-type operation of
annealed device at 150 °C for 10 min.
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components �or at the interface between the two� in the phase
separated network. At high gate voltages, true p- or
n-channel behavior begins to appear. The opposite currents
in the output characteristics at Vds=0 seem to originate from
some gate leakage current which is more prominent in the
large gate bias. In contrast with the nonannealed cases, how-
ever, we notice that the output curves of the annealed
samples did not exhibit the saturated feature. Although we do
not completely understand this reason at this moment, we
consider that it might be associated with the short-channel
effect as reported by Chabinyc et al.19

Based on this observation, for the as-prepared devices,
hole transport is dominant over electron transport. On the
other hand, after annealing at 150 °C, both hole and electron
currents are enhanced. In particular, the n-type transport sig-
nificantly improves and becomes almost comparable to the
p-type transport. In addition, the onset voltage required for
injection in the heat-annealed device at zero gate bias is
lower than that of the as-prepared device. Since the injection
voltage of ambipolar FETs in zero gate bias is affected by the
contact resistance between the polymer and the electrode and
by the energy level difference between the work function of
metal and the HOMO or the LUMO of the active layer, the
lower injection voltage of the heat-annealed device implies
improved contact of both the phase separated components to
the Al electrode. This phenomenon is consistent with previ-
ously published results.20,21

Figure 4 shows the mobilities ��� as a function of the
annealing temperature �T�. Both the hole and electron mo-
bilities increase with annealing temperature from RT up to
150 °C. The hole mobility improves from 1.3�10−4 to 1.7
�10−3 cm2/V s after annealing at 150 °C; the electron mo-
bility increases by almost two orders of magnitude from
2.2�10−5 to 2.0�10−3 cm2/V s. For annealing at T
�150 °C, the mobilities sharply decrease, consistent with
data obtained from unipolar FETs using rr-P3HT.21 In these
earlier studies, it was proposed that annealing at T
�150 °C improves the rr-P3HT fibrillar length and mor-
phology constructed with the �-� stacked lamellar structure,
thereby improving the field-effect hole mobility.21,22 For T
�150 °C, these fibrils decompose into small grains along
the fibril axis. Therefore, the hole mobility sharply decreases
at T�150 °C.

Thermal annealing also strongly influences the crystal-
linity of the PCBM component. Annealing at high tempera-
ture leads to demixing and more complete phase separation,

resulting in the formation of nanometer-sized PCBM clusters
and microsized crystals.22–24 Therefore, the rapid decrease of
the electron mobility at T�150 °C is likely to originate
from the degradation of the morphology resulting from the
formation of large PCBM aggregates.25

In conclusion, we have demonstrated ambipolar FETs
using a 1:1 mixture of rr-P3HT and PCBM and using Al
for the source and drain electrodes. For devices annealed
at 150 °C for 10 min, the hole mobility is �h=1.7
�10−3 cm2/V s and the electron mobility is �e=2.0
�10−3 cm2/V s. The improved ambipolar performance is at-
tributed to the increased crystallinity of the rr-P3HT and
PCBM and to the improved contact between the active layer
and the metal electrode �Al�, both induced by the thermal
annealing process.

This work was supported by the Samsung Advanced In-
stitute of Technology.
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